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    A detailed study on the formed complexes through interaction between vitamin B3 with parent uracil and anticancer uracils is 
performed using M06-2X/6-311++G(d,p) and B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) levels of theory. In the studied systems, the uracils can be placed in 
three preferential interaction sites (A1-A3) in the vicinity of the vitamin B3. For each uracil group, three configurations corresponding to 
energetic local minima are obtained. Among the various hydrogen bonding sites, the A1 region of uracils shows the strongest interactions at 
both levels of theory. The analyzed dimers are also stabilized by two hydrogen bonds (H-bonds). The predicted H-bonds in the formation of 
complexes are O∙∙∙H-N and O(S)∙∙∙H-O. The topological properties of the electron density distribution are also analyzed in terms of the 
quantum theory of “atoms in molecules” (QTAIM). Furthermore, the natural bond orbital (NBO) analysis is applied to get a more precise 
insight into the nature of the H-bond interactions. The calculations reveal that, in most cases, the O(S)∙∙∙H-O H-bonds are stronger than the 
O∙∙∙H-N ones. The calculated energies of highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) 
show that charge transfer occurs within the molecules.  
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INTRODUCTION 
     
    H-bonding interactions are among the key interactions 
characterizing the structure, functionality and dynamic 
processes in a large variety of systems. The investigation on 
H-bond is an interesting subject from theoretical and 
experimental viewpoints [1-7]. They are the strongest and 
the most common intermolecular interactions playing a very 
important role in nature [8-11]. These interactions 
frequently occur in inorganic, organic and biological 
chemistry [12-15]. The influence of the H-bond formation 
on the geometrical and topological parameters has been 
studied in many systems. For example, Roohi et al. [16] 
investigated the structure, stability and proton transfer in the 
H-bond complexes formed from the interaction between 
uracil and parent nitrosamine using B3LYP, B3PW91   
and  MP2  methods with a wide range of basis sets. Also, 
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Yoosefian and co-worker [17] showed the effect of various 
solvents on the stability order, binding energy and H-bond 
strength of cytosine-guanine complex using the density 
functional theory. In 2017, the nature and properties of 
H-bond interactions in adenine-thymine complex with 
quantum chemical calculations were analyzed by Souri et al. 
[18]. 
    Uracil contains many consecutive H-bond donor and 
acceptor groups making it ideal for studying H-bond 
interactions. A variety of uracil derivatives have been 
reported as anti-tumor and anti-viral agents or both. Among 
them, 5-fluorouracil (5FU) is of particular importance. The 
5FU belongs to the pyrimidine bases and is used as the most 
commonly cytostatic agent in oncology [19]. It is also a 
chemotherapeutic agent which has been used mainly for 
colorectal and pancreatic cancers and aggressive forms of 
breast cancer [20-25]. Moreover, 2-thiouracil (2TU) with a 
structure closely related to 5FU is studied. Baker has 
reported the use of thiouracil for the treatment          
of hyperthyroidism  [26,27]. Furthermore,  thiouracils are  
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known as effective neoplastigen, tumorigen, carcinogen and 
tetragen agents controlling the virus and bacterial growth, 
inhibit kidney stone formation and possess antidote 
properties for mercury poisoning [26].  
 Vitamin B3 is one of 8 B vitamins. It is an organic 
compound and an essential human nutrient. Vitamin B3, 
also known as niacin or nicotinic acid is a water-soluble 
vitamin that has the formula C6H5NO2. It belongs to the 
group of pyridinecarboxylic acid. In other words, it is a 
derivative of pyridine, with a carboxyl group (COOH) at the 
3-position. An absence of vitamin B3 causes the deficiency 
disease pellagra, dementia, diarrhea, and skin problems such 
as dermatitis [28,29]. The liver can synthesize vitamin B3 
from the essential amino acid of tryptophan, which is found 
in protein-containing foods [30]. 
 There are different interactions between vitamins and 
drugs leading to the positive or negative effects on health 
which must not be overlooked. For instance, the drug 
isoniazid may cause vitamin B3 deficiency disease as it 
reduces the conversion of tryptophan to vitamin B3. 
Furthermore, vitamin B3 may reduce the toxic side effects 
on heart tissue of the anticancer drug adriamycin without 
reducing its effectiveness in the treatment of cancer. It is 
also well known as an inhibitor of metastasis in human 
breast carcinoma cells [29]. In addition, it may enhance the 
effectiveness of anticonvulsant drugs such as phenobarbital. 
In the present study, molecular modeling on the formed 
complexes between VB3 and uracil shows the full ability of 
the drugs for participating in the formation of a stable 
intercalation site. It is completed that the binding energy and 
the electrostatic interaction contribute to the stability of 
these complexes. H-bond interactions between or within the 
molecules leads to the stable compounds Because of the 
importance of vitamin B3 in various food categories, the 
interaction between drugs and this vitamin and their 
corresponding effects on their properties are of a great 
importance. Furthermore, these complexes can be 
considered as model systems for understanding the 
H-bonding interactions in biomolecules.  
 The main goal of this study is to find the complexes 
formed from interaction between the vitamin B3 (VB3) with 
the parent uracil (U) and anticancer uracils of 5-fluorouracil 
(5FU) and 2-thiouracil (2TU). The geometrical parameters, 
binding energies and topological properties are examined to  

 
 
gain further insight into the effect of mentioned interactions 
on H-bond strength. In addition, the AIM and NBO analyses 
are employed to elucidate the nature of intermolecular 
H-bond interactions. The frontier orbital analysis is also 
carried out to indicate the remarkable role of 
HOMO-LUMO charge transfer in stability and chemical 
reactivity of the complexes. Finally, several correlations 
between topological, geometrical and energetic parameters 
are found. 
 
THEORETICAL METHOD 
 
    All calculations are carried out using the Gaussian 03 
package [31]. Initially geometries of the isolated monomers 
and molecular complexes are optimized within the 
framework of density functional theory (M06-2X and 
B3LYP) at the level of 6-311++G(d,p). Selection of basis set 
is done based on considering both polarization function and 
diffuse function to give more accurate results. The 
vibrational frequencies are used to characterize stationary 
points and calculation of zero-point vibrational energy 
(ZPVE). The computations demonstrate that the studied 
complexes are in global minima and no imaginary 
frequency is obtained for such structures. The counterpoise 
procedure (CP) [32] is also applied to correct basis set 
superposition error (BSSE) in the calculation of binding 
energies. The binding energies (ΔE) are obtained as the 
difference between the energy of the complex (AB) and the 
combination of the energies of the isolated species A and B 
[33,34], 
 
    ΔE = EAB - (EA + EB)                         (1)                                      
                                                       
In this exploration, the values of the intermolecular H-bond 
energies are calculated approximately by the Espinosa and 
Molins methods [35]. To get more information about the 
nature of the H-bond interactions, a topological analysis is 
carried out to calculate the electron density (ρ) and its 
second derivative (2ρ) at bond critical point (BCP) by the 
atoms in molecules (AIM) method [36]. The AIM analysis 
is performed using the AIM2000 program [37] on the 
obtained wave functions at the M06-2X/6-311++G(d,p) and 
B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) levels of theory. Also, the natural 
bond orbital (NBO) analysis is carried out on the optimized  
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structures with NBO program (version 3.1) included in 
Gaussian 03 package [38]. Furthermore, the molecular 
orbital (MO) calculations such as the highest occupied MO 
(HOMO) and lowest unoccupied MO (LUMO) are 
performed on all complexes with the same levels of DFT 
theory. The chemical hardness (η) and electronic chemical 
potential (μ) are calculated using the HOMO and LUMO 
energies. 

 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Molecular Geometries  
    Figure 1 shows that uracil can be placed in three 
preferential interaction sites (A1-A3) in the vicinity of the 
vitamin B3. For each uracil group (U, 5FU and 2TU), three 
configurations corresponding to energetic local minima are 
obtained. The complexes formed between the vitamin B3 
with the anticancer uracils of 5-fluorouracil, 2-thiouracil and 
parent uracil are depicted in Fig. 2. Numbering system for 
the various uracils in vicinity of the vitamin B3 including 
complexes  of  the  uracil  and vitamin B3 (U-VB), the  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5-fluorouracil and vitamin B3 (FU-VB) and 2-thiouracil and 
vitamin B3 (TU-VB) is represented in this figure. The 
corresponding structures of each complex are shown 
through numerical numbering from 1 to 3. Based on our 
numbering system, the U-VB1, U-VB2 and U-VB3 describe 
first, second and third configurations of complex U-VB, 
respectively. As shown in Fig. 2, the VB3 and uracils can 
act simultaneously as proton donors and proton acceptors. 
Two different intermolecular interactions are predicted that 
participate in the formation of complexes, namely: 
conventional OVB∙∙∙H-NU and O(S)U∙∙∙H-OVB H-bonds. 
Therefore, all systems analyzed here are coupled through 
two H-bonds. Result of computations also shows that all of 
the complexes are completely planar or without partial 
pyramidal character at the internal nitrogen atoms of uracils. 
Geometrical parameters also confirm the planarity of 
complexes according to their dihedral angles. The results 
show that the dihedral angles in all of the complexes are 
180° which can be a reason for their planarity. It can be also 
stated that the planarity of the studied complexes is due to 
the extra electron resonance between  the  corresponding  

 
Fig. 1. Structures of vitamin B3 (VB3), parent uracil (U) and anticancer uracils of 5-fluorouracil (5FU) 

          and 2-thiouracil (2TU). 
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atoms. There is the long conjugation between different 
atoms in the related complexes. The long resonance will be 
formed as O24∙∙∙C16∙∙∙C15∙∙∙C18∙∙∙N22 atoms (uracils) and 
O13∙∙∙C9∙∙∙C4∙∙∙C3∙∙∙N8 atoms (VB3) in all of the complexes. 
As can be seen, these resonance structures show that all of 
the complexes have one terminal nitrogen atom and the 
other terminal donating group is oxygen atom. In these 
complexes, the terminal nitrogen N atom contributes to 
extra resonance. Due to the more electron-donating 
character of nitrogen in comparison with the oxygen, it is 
assumed to be the reason for the stability of these complexes. 
The theoretical results reveal that complexes U and FU 
having two carbonyl functional groups in a trans  position  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
relative to each other are more stable than TU. The more 
stability of complexes U and FU with respect to complexes 
TU can be attributed to extra-resonance structure of 
complexes U and FU in comparison to complexes TU. 
Donation of electrons from nitrogen N23 atom to the 
corresponding π* of carbonyl group (C16=O24 double bond) 
can be a reason for more stability of these complexes (data 
not reported). Complexes TU containing weaker 
carbon-sulfur double bond (C=S) are the most unstable ones. 
This can be due to the lack of extra resonance structure in 
these complexes.  
 It is obvious from Fig. 2 that, in most cases, the 
H-bonds of the formed  complexes  are  OVB∙∙∙H-NU and  

 
Fig. 2. Numbering system for the A1-A3 regions of uracil in vicinity of the vitamin B3, including  complexes 

           of uracil and vitamin B3 (U-VB), 5-fluorouracil and vitamin B3 (FU-VB), and 2-thiouracil and vitamin 
           B3 (TU-VB). 
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OU∙∙∙H-OVB, whereas they are different for TU-VB1 and 
TU-VB2 complexes (OVB∙∙∙H-NU and SU∙∙∙H-OVB). The 
electronic properties of this class of complexes depend on 
the strength of the donor and acceptor groups and the length 
of the generated bridges between monomers. In TU-VB1 
and TU-VB2 complexes, it is revealed that sulfur atom is a 
very poor H-bond acceptor [39]. Sulfur-containing H-bonds 
are longer than those formed between nitrogen or oxygen 
atoms because of the larger size and more diffuse electron 
cloud of sulfur. On the other hand, the nonbonding electron 
pairs of sulfur atom are nearly perpendicular to the ring 
plane, so, when are served as H-bonds acceptor, they are 
prone to form weak interactions. Platts et al. [40,39] 
investigated the directionality of H-bonds to sulfur and 
oxygen. They indicated that H-bond formation to oxygen is 
driven by charge-charge interactions, whereas, in sulfur case, 
the stabilization arises principally from the interaction of the 
charge on the acidic hydrogen with the dipole and 
quadrupoles of sulfur.  
 In this study, we have also investigated the H-bond 
distances of the formed complexes as one of the indicators 
of H-bond strength [41]. The geometrical parameters of 
H-bond for all of the complexes using M06-2X/ 
6-311++G(d,p) level of theory are listed in Table S1 
(supplementary material). Similar data for bond lengths and 
bond angles are obtained when B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) 
(Table S2) is used instead of M06-2X/6-311++G(d,p) 
method. As observed in these tables, the shortest H-bond 
contact (O(S)U∙∙∙HVB) are observed for O(S)U∙∙∙H-OVB 
H-bonds (except for TU-VB1 and TU-VB2 complexes), 
while the longest one (OVB∙∙∙HU) corresponds to OVB∙∙∙H-NU 
H-bonds. Furthermore, it can be stated that O-H(VB) and 
N-H(U) distances involved in H-bond increase in complexes 
in comparison with their monomers (data not reported). 
Thus, it can be concluded that the increment of O-H(VB) 
bond length value (due to O(S)U∙∙∙H-OVB H-bonds) is 
accompanied by increasing H-bond strength in the related 
complexes. These results clearly show that H-bond for the 
O(S)U∙∙∙H-OVB interactions is stronger than that for the 
OVB∙∙∙H-NU ones. The O(S)U∙∙∙H-OVB and OVB∙∙∙H-NU angles 
can also be an explanation for the H-bond strength. It is well 
known that the closer to the angle of 180°, the stronger is 
the H-bond. According to Tables S1 and S2, the 
intermolecular O(S)U∙∙∙H-OVB angles are clearly larger than  

 
 
the OVB∙∙∙H-NU ones. In fact, higher angle value among 
O(S)U, HVB and OVB atoms make stronger H-bonding, 
because H-bonding is dependent on both bond angle and 
bond length in addition to the nature of electronegative 
atoms. In the O(S)U∙∙∙H-OVB, the formation of H-bond arises 
from movement of proton between two oxygen (or sulfur) 
and oxygen atoms, but in the OVB∙∙∙H-NU such H-bond 
arises from movement of proton between nitrogen and 
oxygen atoms. The more electronegativity of oxygen atom 
relative to the nitrogen analogue makes it to diminish the 
O-H bond strength. So, proton can be easily detached by 
another oxygen atom compared to N-H bond.  
 
Energies 
 In this investigation, the approximate values of the 
intermolecular H-bond energies are calculated by the 
Espinosa and Molins methods [35]. Calculated 
M06-2X/6-311++G(d,p) and B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) 
H-bond energies (EHB) for all of the related complexes are 
demonstrated in Table 1. For a stronger H-bond, this kind of 
complexation usually leads to (i) the elongation of the 
N(O)˗H bonds length as proton donor, (ii) the shortening of 
the O(S)∙∙∙H distances as proton acceptor, and (iii) the 
increment of the O(S)∙∙∙H-O and O∙∙∙H-N angles. Tables S1 
and S2 show that, in most cases, the OVB∙∙∙HU and 
O(S)U∙∙∙HVB distances corresponding to the OVB∙∙∙H-NU and 
O(S)U∙∙∙H-OVB H-bonds for the U-VB1, FU-VB1 and 
TU-VB1 planar dimers are the lowest, whereas the highest 
ones  belong to the U-VB2, FU-VB2 and TU-VB2 
complexes; hence, the strength of H-bond is maximum for 
the former dimers with respect to the latter. It can be 
concluded that the estimated results at the H-bond energies 
are completely in accordance with the results obtained in its 
geometrical parameters. 
 Values of the calculated binding energies without and 
with the ZPE correction (ΔENO-ZPE and ΔEZPE) along with 
both the BSSE and ZPE contributions (ΔEBSSE) for all 
structures are calculated at both the M06-2X/6-311++G(d,p) 
and B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) levels of theory and are 
demonstrated in Table 1. It is worth mentioning that the 
absolute values of binding energies achieved using 
M06-2X/6-311++G(d,p) are greater than those obtained at 
the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory (see Table 1). The 
calculated binding energies in the H-bond formation process  
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are defined as the energy difference between the optimized 
complexes and the sum of the individual monomers. The 
binding strength of the studied complexes is dependent on 
the interaction site. In the investigated species, it can be 
seen that the binding energy between the monomers will 
depend not only on the basicity of the acceptor groups but 
also on the acidity of the donor groups. The basicity of the 
two oxygen atoms and the acidity of the two NH  bonds of  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
uracil have been discussed in several works, and it has been 
suggested that both carbonyl groups are comparable in their 
acceptor strength [42-45]. In 1998, Nguyen et al. [45] 
investigated the protonation and deprotonation energies of 
uracil for the uracil-water complex. From obtained results, 
they found that the more acidic and less basic sites 
participate to form the most stable complex. In this study, 
based  on  calculated proton affinities (PA) [45], the most  

Table 1. Calculated  Binding  Energies  without and with the ZPE Correction (ΔENO-ZPE and ΔEZPE) along with both the  
       BSSE and ZPE Contributions (ΔEBSSE),  the H-bond Energies (EHB)  and the  Changes  in  Thermodynamic  
       Functions (in Terms of kJ mol-1) upon Complex Formation 
 

Method  ΔENo-ZPE ΔEZPE ΔEBSSE ΔG ΔH 
EHB 

(OVB∙∙∙H-NU) 

EHB 

(O(S)U∙∙∙H-OVB) 

M06-2X U-VB1 -74.74 -71.88 -68.24 -22.30 -66.82 -38.01 -60.95 

 U-VB2 -62.82 -60.61 -56.95 -15.23 -54.85 -31.75 -51.86 

 U-VB3 -65.67 -62.83 -59.44 -14.09 -57.74 -33.64 -57.14 

 FU-VB1 -74.95 -72.01 -68.32 -22.45 -66.84 -41.50 -57.42 

 FU-VB2 -64.56 -61.43 -57.66 -12.76 -55.76 -34.05 -51.01 

 FU-VB3 -64.11 -61.29 -57.74 -12.01 -55.98 -33.40 -51.69 

 TU-VB1 -65.98 -64.62 -61.55 -18.94 -59.33 -43.17 -24.18 

 TU-VB2 -52.97 -51.57 -48.44 -7.76 -45.97 -36.31 -21.86 

 TU-VB3 -63.82 -61.61 -58.08 -13.66 -56.13 -35.83 -51.91 

         

B3LYP U-VB1 -67.78 -63.41 -60.13 -13.54 -58.99 -40.89 -59.90 

 U-VB2 -54.96 -50.92 -47.60 -1.99 -46.04 -31.58 -53.74 

 U-VB3 -58.82 -54.80 -51.71 -5.40 -50.35 -34.19 -59.69 

 FU-VB1 -68.29 -64.10 -60.76 -13.99 -59.59 -43.78 -57.82 

 FU-VB2 -56. 35 -52.43 -49.00 -2.96 -47.43 -35.07 -52.30 

 FU-VB3 -57.20 -53.30 -50.02 -3.88 -48.51 -36.02 -53.43 

 TU-VB1 -59.23 -56.28 -53.48 -8.06 -51.75 -43.78 -25.50 

 TU-VB2 -44.51 -41.89 -39.02 5.41 -36.92 -35.35 -22.72 

 TU-VB3 -56.39 -52.55 -49.30 -2.99 -47.81 -35.18 -56.63 
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basic site of uracil (O24 at the C15 side) belongs to U-VB3, 
whereas the PA of the O25 atom at both N22 and N23 sides 
are sensibly lower (related to U-VB1 and U-VB2). 
Therefore, it can be stated that the two lone pairs of the O24 
and O25 atoms are not equivalent. On the other hand, the 
acidity of the N22-H20 bond (U-VB1) is higher than that of 
the N23-H19 bond (U-VB2 and U-VB3). This result has 
been explored by a deprotonation energy [45]. The reason 
for this high acidity is probably a strong delocalization in 
the O24=C16-C15=C18-N22 part of the molecule. 
According to these results, the A1 region of uracil should be 
the most stable and the A2 and A3 regions of uracil should 
have less stability than A1 region. In other words, the most 
stable H-bond can be formed at the site characterized by the 
lowest PA and the highest acidity. 
 It is obvious that the achieved results in this study 
confirm the above-mentioned consequences. For each uracil 
group (U, 5FU and 2TU), the relative stability order based 
on the calculated binding energies is as follows: 
 
FU-VB1 > U-VB1 > TU-VB1 > U-VB3 > TU-VB3 > 
FU-VB3 > FU-VB2 > U-VB2 > TU-VB2 
 
As can be seen, among the various H-bonding sites, the A1 
region of uracils shows the strongest interactions, whereas 
the weakest ones belong to the A2 region (see Table 1). The 
binding energies are also obtained at the 
B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory for stability 
comparison of the related complexes. The results show that 
the order of stabilities, except one case, does not change. 
For the selected species, the contribution of ZPE in binding 
energies is obtained by both the B3LYP and M06-2X 
methods. It is found out that the ZPE correction could not 
change the energy orders. Therefore, it is an insensitive 
parameter. The counterpoise procedure (CP) [32] is also 
applied to correct basis set superposition error (BSSE) in the 
calculation of binding energies. After BSSE correction, it 
seems that the complexes U-VB1, FU-VB1 and TU-VB1 
are more stable than the others. Therefore, the predicted 
relative stabilities with the BSSE correction and without it 
are equal for all complexes and does not change (see Table 
1). The thermodynamic properties such as enthalpy (ΔH) 
and Gibbs free energy (ΔG) for all complexes are also 
calculated with both the M06-2X and B3LYP  methods and  

 
 
the results are listed in Table 1. The obtained free energy 
values show that the U-VB1, FU-VB1 and TU-VB1 
complexes have the strongest interactions at the both levels 
of theory. Therefore, selected species are the most stable 
complexes with respect to the other ones. The same results 
will be seen if one considers the achieved values for 
ΔENO-ZPE, ΔEZPE and ΔH. Therefore, the interaction site and 
the extra resonance structure between atoms can cause more 
stability of these complexes relative to others.  
 For the purpose of comparison, the optimization on the 
FU-VB1 complex is also estimated through 
M06-2X/6-311+G and M06-2X/6-311++G methods (see 
Table S3). The results reveal that all respective bond lengths 
obtained by 6-311+G and 6-311++G (basis sets without 
polarization function) are almost the same; however, when 
the polarization function is included in the basis set, 
corresponding bond lengths are increased in O(S)∙∙∙H 
distances and are decreased in N(O)-H bonds, for both 
levels of theory. In fact, the N(O)-H bond lengths vary 
slightly for the three basis sets at the DFT levels of theory. 
Inclusion of polarization functions has changed the O(S)∙∙∙H 
distances considerably. Table S3 also indicates the H-bonds 
and binding energies of the FU-VB1 complex using 
different basis sets and levels of theory. It is interesting to 
note that the absolute values obtained from the 6-311+G and 
6-311++G basis sets are more than those achieved using 
6-311++G(d,p) basis functions. This shows that the energy 
values change remarkably when the basis function with 
diffuse and polarization function are used at the DFT level 
of theory. The calculated stretching frequencies are also 
found to be the largest for the 6-311+G and 6-311++G basis 
sets and the smallest for 6-311++G(d,p) basis function at the 
both levels of theory. Based on the results, it can be 
concluded that the level of theory, basis set size and 
inclusion of diffusion and polarization functions have an 
effective contribution in H-bonding.  
    Results also indicate an excellent linear relationship 
between the sum of H-bond formation energies (EHB) and 
the sum of the O(S)U∙∙∙HVB and OVB∙∙∙HU distances (dO(S)∙∙∙H) 
involved in OVB∙∙∙H-NU and O(S)U∙∙∙H-OVB H-bonds, with 
an equation as: EHB = 56.128 (dO(S)∙∙∙H) - 288.13. The 
correlation coefficient (R) is equal to 0.955. This correlation 
shows that the O(S)U∙∙∙HVB and OVB∙∙∙HU distances reduce  
as the  H-bonds strength enhance. There is also a relatively  
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good correlation between the values of binding energy (ΔE) 
versus the sum of the N-H and O-H contacts (dN(O)-H) 
involved in H-bonds with the correlation coefficient of 
0.834, according to the equation shown bellow;  
 
    ΔE = -2213.5 (dN(O)-H) + 4406.5 
 
It is obvious that the O-H(VB) proton donating bond due to 
H-bond formation is usually elongated and this lengthening 
is greater for stronger H-bonds. Our theoretical results 
reveal that the maximum and minimum of the dN(O)-H 
contacts (2.021 Å) and the dO(S)∙∙∙H distances (3.463 Å) 
correspond to the FU-VB1 complex, respectively. This 
result is also in agreement with the greatest absolute value 
of ΔE (-68.32 kJ mol-1) for this complex. These results are 
also confirmed at the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory.  
 Dipole moment (μ) is also a quantity for describing the 
studied systems. In this study, the molecular dipole 
moments of the analyzed complexes and their monomers are 
calculated using DFT methods (see Tables S1 and S2). The 
results show that the predicted dipole moment of the VB3 is 
0.68 D, which is found to be much smaller than the uracil 
monomers (U = 4.54, 5FU = 4.14 and 2TU = 4.74). This 
indicates that when the VB3 monomer enters into the 
different sites of the drug, the net dipole moment of the 
molecule increases and the orientation of the dipole moment 
vector also changes. The obtained results also demonstrate 
that the calculated dipole moments are quite large for these 
systems (see Tables S1 and S2). The large dipole moments 
exhibit the high reactivity of molecules. This enhancement 
of dipole moment is also due to the charge redistribution 
and migration of charges from one region of molecule to the 
other region leading to the intermolecular interactions 
between the VB3 and uracils. In this study, the hydrogen 
atoms show the highest positive charges, due to their 
bonding to the oxygen and nitrogen atoms with high 
electronegativity. Existence of electronegative elements in 
these monomers facilitates their self-interactions through 
H-bond formation with the hydrogen atoms. Therefore, 
results reveal a greater tendency of VB3 to form H-bond as 
donor with respect to the parent uracil and uracils of 5FU 
and 2TU. 

 
 
Vibrational Frequencies 
    In continuation of our studies for a better elucidation of 
H-bond strength, vibrational frequencies for all complexes 
are calculated at the M06-2X/6-311++G(d,p) (Table S1) and 
B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) (Table S2) levels of theory. It is well 
established that the larger the frequency shift, the more 
stable is the complex. So, in this paper, we have shown 
some important frequency shifts in order to investigate the 
relative stabilities of the complexes. As shown in Tables S1 
and S2, the frequency shifts (Δʋ) are defined as the 
difference between the frequency of the certain vibrational 
mode in complex and in isolated monomer, and can be 
expressed as:  
 
    Δʋ = ʋcomplex - ʋmonomer.   
 
    The obtained computations predict that the vibrational 
frequencies of N-H and O-H bonds involved in H-bonding 
are red-shifted. Result of calculations also shows that the 
O-H vibrational frequencies appear a larger red shift in the 
O(S)U∙∙∙H-OVB H-bonds, whereas a smaller red shift in the 
N-H vibrational frequencies observes for the OVB∙∙∙H-NU 
H-bonds. Our theoretical results based on the sum of N–H 
and O-H vibrational frequencies values show that the 
U-VB1, FU-VB1 and TU-VB1 complexes have the greatest 
red shift, whereas the least red shift belongs to the U-VB2, 
FU-VB2 and TU-VB2 complexes. As going from Table S1, 
the trend in the values of binding energies is identical with 
the changes of sum of vibrational frequencies. In other 
words, amount of red shift in the most stable complexes is 
greater than other ones. Similar results are also obtained for 
the studied complexes at the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of 
theory (see Table S2). There is a relatively good linear 
relationship between the sum of N(O)-H stretching 
frequencies (ƩΔʋ) involved in OVB∙∙∙H-NU and 
O(S)U∙∙∙H-OVB H-bonds and the binding energies (ΔE). The 
correlation coefficient is equal to 0.885. This dependency is 
shown in Fig. 3. The obtained results in this study also show 
that the B3LYP method creates a better correlation between 
the ƩΔʋ and ΔE values in comparison with the M06-2X 
method (see Fig. S1). This correlation confirms that the 
red-shifted values can also affect the strength of H-bond 
interactions in the corresponding complexes. Thus,      
the  stretching  frequencies may be a useful parameter for  
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describing the strength of these interactions. 

 
AIM Analysis 
    In addition to the geometric and energetic analyses, the 
theory of atoms in molecules is also applied in the analysis 
of H-bonds. The parameters derived from this theory, such 
as the electron density, ρ(r), its Laplacian, 2ρ(r) and the 
total electron energy density, (H) [the sum of the electron 
energy densities of kinetic (G) and potential (V)] indicate 
the type of interaction. The contour map and the AIM 
molecular graph including bond paths (BPs) and bond 
critical points (BCPs) of the FU-VB1 complex are 
demonstrated in Fig. 4. As shown in this figure, the selected 
complex is characterized by an eight-membered ring formed 
through a pair of two parallel intermolecular H-bonds in 
O(S)U∙∙∙H-OVB and OVB∙∙∙H-NU distances. 
 The calculated topological parameters of the analyzed 
complexes at the M06-2X/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory 
are given in Table 2. The obtained results show that the 
greatest electron densities observe for the O(S)U∙∙∙H-OVB 
H-bonds (except for TU-VB1 and TU-VB2 complexes), 
while the smallest ones belong to the OVB∙∙∙H-NU H-bonds. 
Calculations show the same results for the values of 2ρ(r) 
at the BCPs of the related complexes. It is also obvious from 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Tables 1 and 2 that the increasing electron density at BCP is 
accompanied by increasing H-bond strength. Therefore, the 
AIM results confirm that the O(S)U∙∙∙H-OVB H-bonds are 
stronger than OVB∙∙∙H-NU ones. These considerations on the 
strength of H-bonds are also supported by the 
O(S)U∙∙∙H-OVB and OVB∙∙∙H-NU distances.  
 The results also indicate that, in most cases, the 
maximum ρBCP values corresponding to the OVB∙∙∙H-NU and 
O(S)U∙∙∙H-OVB H-bonds are observed in the U-VB1, 
FU-VB1 and TU-VB1 complexes, whereas the minimum 
ρBCP values are obtained for U-VB2, FU-VB2 and TU-VB2 
complexes. Furthermore, among all complexes, the highest 
sum of ρBCP values involved in H-bonds, and the maximum 
absolute value of binding energy belong to the most stable 
complex FU-VB1 (see Tables 1 and 2). As a result, the 
H-bond in FU-VB1 is stronger than the other complexes. 
Based on the results, it can be concluded that the trend in 
ρBCP and |ΔE| values is identical with |EHB| values (due to 
OVB∙∙∙H-NU H-bonds). This trend is reversed for H-bonding 
distances. 
 According to Rozas et al. [46], the character of H-bond 
interaction can be classified as function of the total electron 
energy density H(r) with its Laplacian at the BCP, 2ρ(r). It 
means that for strong  H-bonds (2ρ(r) < 0 and H(r) < 0),  

 
Fig. 3. Correlation between the binding energies (ΔE) and sum of the N-H and O-H stretching frequencies  

        (ƩΔʋ) at the M06-2X/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory. 
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the covalent character is established, for medium strength 
H-bonds (2ρ(r) > 0 and H(r) < 0), its partly covalent 
character is defined, and weak H-bonds (2ρ(r) > 0 and H(r) 
> 0) are mainly electrostatic [47]. The obtained results at the 
M06-2X/6-311++G(d,p) level  show that the  OVB∙∙∙H-NU 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

H-bond in the TU-VB1 complex is the partly covalent 
(medium H-bonds), while the remains  are noncovalent 
(weak H-bonds). When B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) is used as a 
method of calculation, the outcome demonstrates that the 
OVB∙∙∙H-NU H-bonds  are  partly covalent for the U-VB1,  

 

 

 
Fig. 4. Schematic representation of distribution of critical points in the FU-VB1 complex. Small red spheres, small  
      yellow spheres, and lines represent bond critical points (BCPs), ring critical points (RCPs), and bond paths,  

       respectively. 
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FU-VB1 and TU-VB1 complexes. The calculations also 
reveal that for all of the O(S)U∙∙∙H-OVB interactions the total 
electron energy density at the corresponding BCPs is 
negative. This indicates that such interactions are the partly 
covalent in nature (medium H-bonds) at both levels of 
theory. Table S4 shows the topological parameters of the 
analyzed complexes calculated at the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) 
level of theory. The results achieved show that the 
agreement between both M06-2X and B3LYP methods is 
relatively satisfactory. 
 In this study, a series of dependences are found 
between the geometrical, topological and energetic 
parameters. As shown in Fig. 5 (M06-2X/6-311++G(d,p) 
level) and Fig. S2 (B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level), there is an 
excellent linear correlation between the sum of electron 
densities (∑ρBCP) and its Laplacian (∑2ρBCP) at the 
O(S)U∙∙∙H-OVB and OVB∙∙∙H-NU H-bonds with the sum of 
H-bond energies (EHB). Our theoretical results also show a 
remarkable correlation between the electron density at BCP 
of related to every H-bond in the studied complexes and 
their corresponding H-bond lengths. The following 
equations illustrate these relationships: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    ln(ρOVB∙∙∙HU) = -2.5517 (dOVB∙∙∙HU) + 1.1875,                  
    R = 0.989 
 
    ln(ρO(S)U∙∙∙HVB) = -0.9037 (dO(S)U∙∙∙HVB) - 1.6361,          
    R = 0.987 
 
It is clear that the electron densities increase exponentially 
as O(S)∙∙∙H distances decrease. From the obtained results, it 
can be concluded that the shorter distance is attributed to the 
greater strength of H-bond and the higher electron density at 
O(S)∙∙∙H contacts. These results indicate that the geometrical 
and topological parameters could be very useful to estimate 
the strength of the intermolecular H-bonds.  

 
NBO Analysis 
    The NBO analysis provides an efficient method for 
studying intermolecular bonding and presents a convenient 
basis for investigating charge transfer in molecular systems. 
It is performed using NBO 3.1 program implemented in the 
Gaussian 03 package using M06-2X/6-311++G(d,p) (see 
Table 3) and B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) (see Table S5) levels of 
theory. Table 3 shows the values of occupation  numbers of  

     Table 2. Some Topological Parameters (in a.u.) Calculated at the M06-2X/6-311++G(d,p) Level of 
            Theory 
 

 OVB∙∙∙H-NU    O(S)U∙∙∙H-OVB   

 ρO…H 2ρO…H H(r)  ρO(S)…H 2ρO(S)…H H(r) 

U-VB1 0.0323 0.1223 0.0008  0.0461 0.1483 -0.0047 

U-VB2 0.0281 0.1116 0.0019  0.0407 0.1425 -0.0019 

U-VB3 0.0294 0.1148 0.0015  0.0439 0.1456 -0.0036 

FU-VB1 0.0345 0.1280 0.0002  0.0441 0.1452 -0.0037 

FU-VB2 0.0296 0.1160 0.0015  0.0401 0.1421 -0.0017 

FU-VB3 0.0292 0.1143 0.0016  0.0406 0.1420 -0.0019 

TU-VB1 0.0354 0.1310 -7E-05  0.0269 0.0546 -0.0024 

TU-VB2 0.0310 0.1214 0.0013  0.0248 0.0546 -0.0015 

TU-VB3 0.0308 0.1194 0.0013  0.0408 0.1414 -0.0021 
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Fig. 5. Correlation between sum of the electron density (Ʃ ρBCP with ♦ sign) and its Laplacian (Ʃ2ρBCP with 

       ■ sign) at the OVB∙∙∙H-NU and O(S)U∙∙∙H-OVB H-bonds (ƩY) versus  sum of  the H-bond  energies  
       (EHB) at the M06-2X/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory. 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 6. Correlation between sum of the electron density (Ʃ ρBCP with ♦ sign) and its Laplacian (Ʃ2ρBCP with ■  
      sign) at the OVB∙∙∙H-NU and O(S)U∙∙∙H-OVB H-bonds (ƩY) versus sum of the  charge transfer energies 
      E(2) (ƩE(2)) at the M06-2X/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory. 
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N(O)-H anti-bonding orbitals (σ*N(O)-H) and the lone pair 
electrons of O and S atoms (LPO(S)) and their stabilizing 
energies (E(2)). In the NBO analysis of H-bonded systems, 
the most important charge transfer occurs between the lone 
pairs of proton acceptor and anti-bonding orbitals of the 
proton donor. The theoretical results show that two lone pair 
electrons of oxygen (or sulfur) atoms act as donor and the 
σ*N(O)-H anti-bonding orbitals act as acceptor. It is 
obvious from Table 3 that the most significant 
donor–acceptor interactions in the studied complexes are the 
LPOVB → σ*N-HU and LPO(S)U → σ*O-HVB. As can be 
observed from this Table, in most cases, the LPO(S)U → 
σ*O-HVB interaction demonstrates the higher changes in 
O(S)U∙∙∙H-OVB donor-acceptor energies (E(2)) with respect to 
LPOVB → σ*N-HU interaction. 
 Our DFT calculations also indicate that the 
occupancies of σ*O-H anti-bonding orbitals are in the range 
of 0.0481-0.0754 e and σ*N-H(U) ones lie in the ranges of 
0.0372 to 0.0511 e. This clearly shows that the occupancy of 
σ*O-H(VB) anti-bonding orbitals is larger than the σ*N-H(U) 
ones. The results also reveal that increase in the occupancy 
of the σ*N(O)-H anti-bonding orbitals is accompanied with  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
lengthening of the N(O)-H proton donating bonds and the 
weakening of these bonds. These results are the strongest 
evidence of H-bonding formation (see Tables S1 and 3). The 
results collected in Table 3 also demonstrate that, in most 
cases, the charge transfer energies (E(2)) and the σ*N(O)-H 
occupancies corresponding to the OVB∙∙∙H-NU and 
O(S)U∙∙∙H-OVB interactions for the U-VB1, FU-VB1 and 
TU-VB1 complexes are greater than those in the other 
complexes, which is in agreement with their H-bond 
energies (EHB). In addition, the sum of the charge transfer 
energies (E(2)) for the FU-VB1 complex is the greatest 
with respect to the others. Therefore, these results also 
confirm that the H-bond in FU-VB1 is stronger than that in 
the other complexes.  
 Several correlations between topological and energetic 
parameters are also found. As shown in Fig. 6, there is a 
good correlation between the sum of electron densities 
(ρBCP) and their Laplacian (2ρBCP) versus the sum of 
charge transfer energies (E(2)); The correlation coefficients 
are equal to 0.891 and 0.993, respectively. Figure S3 in the 
supplementary section, also shows this correlation using 
B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) method. The results  show a better  

     Table 3. NBO Analysis  of  the  Formed Complexes Including  Occupation Numbers of Donor  
             (O.N.D) and Acceptor (O.N.A) Orbitals and their Energies (in kcal mol-1) Calculated at the  
             M06-2X/6- 311++G(d,p) Level of Theory 
 

 LPOVB → σ*N-HU LPO(S)U → σ*O-HVB 

 O.N.D O.N.A  E(2) 
 

O.N.D O.N.A E(2) 

U-VB1 1.9652 0.0426 8.15  1.9592 0.0585 10.89 

U-VB2 1.9667 0.0372 7.62  1.9612 0.0492 10.19 

U-VB3 1.9997 0.0398 7.87  1.9594 0.0557 10.22 

FU-VB1 1.9636 0.0453 8.99  1.9603 0.0557 10.34 

FU-VB2 1.9654 0.0397 8.32  1.9614 0.0481 10.17 

FU-VB3 1.9657 0.0395 8.08  1.9624 0.0501 10.05 

TU-VB1 1.9627 0.0511 9.14  1.9779 0.0754 2.88 

TU-VB2 1.9631 0.0455 9.49  1.9774 0.0634 2.94 

TU-VB3 1.9642 0.0452 8.86  1.9609 0.0507 9.74 
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correlation for these parameters when B3LYP is used 
instead of M06-2X method (see Table S5 for more details). 
Furthermore, the results presented in Tables 1 and 3 indicate 
a linear relationship between the sum of H-bond energies 
(EHB) and the sum of calculated NBO energies (E(2)) with 
an excellent correlation coefficient (R is equal to 0.932). 
Therefore, EHB could be easily computed from E(2) as 
follows: 
 
    EHB = -4.4729 (E(2)) - 7.4581 
 
This means that the properties of the charge transfer 
between the lone pairs of proton acceptor and anti-bonding 
orbitals of proton donor could be very useful in estimating 
the H-bond strength. These kinds of correlations are 
important, because they allow to probe quantitatively the 
strength of such interactions providing a physical 
explanation for the process. 
 
HOMO-LUMO Analysis 
    The HOMO and LUMO energies and energy gap 
(∆EH-L) of the studied systems at the M06-2X and B3LYP 
levels of theory are given in Tables 4 and S6, respectively. 
HOMO could act as electron donor, therefore, its energy is 
related to ionization potential. On the other hand, LUMO 
could act as electron acceptor, thus, the electron affinity of 
system depends on LUMO energy. The energy gap between 
HOMO and LUMO is a sign of stability and chemical 
reactivity of the molecule [48]. A high energy gap shows 
more chemical stability and less chemical reactivity of the 
molecule. The frontier orbitals are drawn to understand the 
bonding scheme of FU-VB1 complex. The positive phase is 
red and the negative one is green. Figure 7 reveals that in 
the titled complex, the HOMO is localized on 5FU fragment, 
while LUMO is confined by the VB3 fragment. Moreover, 
the HOMO of the FU-VB1 complex shows anti-bonding 
character at N-H bond. 
 Density functional theory also provides insights into 
the popular qualitative chemical concepts such as electronic 
chemical potential (μ) [49], hardness (η) [50] and 
electronegativity (χ) [51] (χ is defined as the negative of μ, 
as: χ = -μ). These parameters are calculated using 
Koopmans’ theorem [52], as given below: 
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where A and I are the electron affinity and ionization 
potential of the complexes, respectively. The electron 
affinity and ionization energy can be expressed as        
A = -ELUMO and I = -EHOMO with the help of HOMO and 
LUMO orbital energies. It is well known that the chemical 
hardness is a measure of the resistance of a chemical species 
to change its electronic configuration, while the electronic 
chemical potential measures the escaping tendency of an 
electron cloud. The reciprocal of the hardness is the softness 
which measures the facility of charge transfer and its 
association with high polarizability [53].  
 For each uracil group, the HOMO-LUMO band gap of 
the U-VB1, FU-VB1 and TU-VB1 complexes displays the 
lowest energy (see Table 4). In fact, the reduction of energy 
gap in these complexes is due to their high chemical 
reactivity. From energy gap between HOMO and LUMO, 
one can find whether the molecule is hard or soft. Large 
energy gap is an indication of hard molecule and small 
energy gap is the sign of soft molecule. The results obtained 
show the smallest hardness values for the U-VB1, FU-VB1 
and TU-VB1 complexes. Therefore, it can be concluded that 
these complexes are softer than the other ones. The soft 
molecules are more polarizable than the hard ones because 
they need small energy for excitation [17]. On the other 
hand, the electronic chemical potential (μ) is known by the 
similar behavior to that of hardness. As shown in Table 4, 
the values of negative electronic chemical potential indicate 
that all complexes are stable. The result of our calculations 
demonstrates the smallest electronic chemical potentials 
calculated for U-VB1 (-4.95 eV), FU-VB1 (-4.98 eV) and 
TU-VB1 (-4.69 eV) complexes. Also, it is obvious from 
Table 4 that the U-VB1, FU-VB1 and TU-VB1 complexes 
possess higher electronegativity value among all complexes. 
Thus, they are the best electron acceptors. With only a few 
exceptions for TU-VB1 complex, similar data for the related 
complexes  are  obtained when B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) is  
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Fig. 7. HOMO and LUMO of the FU-VB1 complex obtained at the M06-2X/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory. 
 

 
           Table 4. Values of the HOMO and LUMO Energies, the Molecular Orbital Energy Gap 
                  (∆EH–L), Chemical  Hardness (η),  Electronic  Chemical  Potential (μ) and 
                  Electronegativity (χ) in Terms of eV Calculated at the M06-2X/6-311++G(d,p) 
                  Level of Theory 
 

 EHOMO ELUMO ∆EH-L η μ χ 

U-VB1 -8.789 -1.115 7.673 3.837 -4.952 4.952 

U-VB2 -8.856 -0.891 7.966 3.983 -4.873 4.873 

U-VB3 -8.834 -0.903 7.931 3.965 -4.869 4.869 

FU-VB1 -8.751 -1.203 7.547 3.774 -4.977 4.977 

FU-VB2 -8.832 -0.993 7.839 3.920 -4.912 4.912 

FU-VB3 -8.776 -1.081 7.695 3.847 -4.929 4.929 

TU-VB1 -8.093 -1.292 6.801 3.400 -4.692 4.692 

TU-VB2 -8.105 -1.049 7.056 3.528 -4.577 4.577 

TU-VB3 -7.933 -1.082 6.851 3.426 -4.507 4.507 
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used instead of M06-2X/6-311++G(d,p) method (see  
Table S6). 

 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
    In this paper, M06-2X/6-311++G(d,p) and B3LYP/ 
6-311++G(d,p) calculations have performed to investigate 
the H-bond interactions in the formed complexes between 
VB3 with parent uracil and anticancer uracils (5FU and 
2TU). In the studied systems, the uracils could be placed in 
three preferential interaction sites (A1-A3) in the vicinity of 
the vitamin B3. Among the various H-bonding sites, the A1 
region of uracils showed the strongest interactions, whereas 
the weakest ones belonged to the A2 region. All complexes 
had two H-bonds and all of them were found to be planar. 
The results showed that, in most cases, the H-bonds of the 
formed complexes are OVB∙∙∙H-NU and OU∙∙∙H-OVB, whereas 
they were different for TU-VB1 and TU-VB2 complexes 
(OVB∙∙∙H-NU and SU∙∙∙H-OVB). It can be also stated that, with 
only a few exceptions (TU-VB1 and TU-VB2 complexes), 
the O(S)U∙∙∙H-OVB H-bond distances were shorter than the 
OVB∙∙∙H-NU ones. Moreover, the calculated topological 
properties showed that the O(S)U∙∙∙H-OVB interactions have 
greater values of the electron density with respect to the 
OVB∙∙∙H-NU ones. Therefore, it could be concluded that the 
O(S)U∙∙∙H-OVB H-bonds are stronger than the OVB∙∙∙H-NU 
H-bonds. These results could be also supported by the 
obtained consequences in the NBO analysis. Furthermore, 
the DFT calculations and the analyses derived from the AIM 
and NBO suggested that the most stable and the strongest 
interactions belonged to the FU-VB1 complex using both 
methods. The frontier orbital analysis also demonstrated the 
remarkable role of HOMO-LUMO charge transfer in the 
stability and chemical reactivity of the studied complexes. 
Several correlations between topological, geometrical and 
energetic parameters have been discussed in this article. 
Therefore, molecular modeling on the complexes formed 
between VB3 and uracils showed the full ability of the 
drugs for participating in the formation of a stable 
intercalation site. 
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